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Abstract

In this paper, we introduce the technical modeling approach which attempts to incorporate more seman-

tics of the design process into the internal object representation. The most important feature of technical

modeling can be characterized by the term functional constraints. They restrict the design process in

such a way that the design yields a consistent component part fulfilling the functional objectives.

Special emphasis will be given to the applicability of Knowledge Base Management Systems (KBMS)

to support technical modeling. Therefore, we introduce a concrete KBMS and present the modeling of

technical objects and operations by an example taken from the area of shaft design. In particular, we

present our ideas for modeling, and organizing the functional constraints in the knowledge base.

1. Introduction

Computer support in product planning, design, and manufacturing has become of increasing impor-

tance over the last few years. For this reason, a lot of research activities focus on the development of

integrated engineering systems aimed at a continual, efficient, and integrated support of the design

process as well as at the organization of the operational process /GAPR88, SGL89/. The most impor-

tant issue in supporting an integrated design process is the construction and management of an inte-

grated product model , which comprises all relevant information from the phase of functional design

up to the preparation of the manufacturing process. In order to get a more structured view of an overall

product model, it is commonly separated into several partial models (functional model, technical

(shape) model, geometrical model, technological model, and drafting model /GAPR88/).

Though the information about the design objects contained in each of these partial models is represent-

ed in a rather different way, there exist partial overlaps (seen from a more abstract point of view), and,

additionally, various relations and complex dependencies among the partial models. Considering a giv-

en design object, the technical element 'drilling hole', for example, fulfills a particular aspect represented
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within the functional model. This particular drilling hole element is represented as such in the technical

model and additionally influences the representation of (associated) elements within the other partial

models. Thus, the technological model of the considered design object contains tolerance information

as well as some manufacturing hints concerning the particular drilling hole element. Similarly, the actual

geometry, i.e., the dimension of this drilling hole, is determined by the geometrical model. Besides the

relations among the partial models, one can identify very important dependencies among the informa-

tion covered in a single partial model. For example, the technical element 'drilling hole' strongly depends

on the particular features of the technical element pin or screw that have to be placed in the drilling hole.

These features, in turn, depend on the functional issue the pin or screw have to satisfy. All these de-

pendencies, also denoted technical constraints  /DB89, SG88, WH88/, have to be considered during

the design process in order to guarantee the design of a consistent part fulfilling all functional specifica-

tions.

Nowadays, the designer mostly applies geometric modeling systems, i.e., he basically models only the

geometrical view of the design object. Technical information which is inherent to the design process and

well known to the designer may be just lost because it cannot be represented by such modeling systems

/vR89/.  Here, we suggest a technical modeling approach to introduce more semantics directly into the

internal object representation. Technical modeling  means designing a component part by means of

technical objects (e.g., bearing, shaft, shoulder, pin, drilling hole) that are manipulated by object specific

operations (like creating or placing) regarding the technical constraints relevant for the design process

/PS90, Pa89, SR88, KVY89/. The power of the technical modeling approach is significantly determined

by the capability of technical modeling systems to specify what a technical object is, how a technical

operation works, and the most important issue, which technical constraints have to be considered.

From a system development point of view, the question is which basic data, information, or knowledge

management component can be used for supporting the specification and the control of technical func-

tional constraints. In our opinion, Knowledge Base Management Systems (KBMS /BM86/), a new gen-

eration of systems incorporating artificial intelligence (AI) techniques and database system (DBS) tech-

niques to allow an effective and efficient management of large knowledge bases, are suitable candi-

dates for this approach /DHMM89/.

The goal of our paper is to show the adequacy of KBMS techniques to support the technical modeling

process, especially the administration and enforcement of the technical constraints. In the following

chapter, we introduce technical modeling and the previously mentioned technical functional constraints

in more detail. In chapter 3, we introduce a concrete KBMS, that was developed at our university and

describe the modeling of technical objects using the knowledge model of our KBMS. In chapter 4, we
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take a closer look at dynamic issues of technical operations, while chapter 5 focuses on the organization

of the corresponding functional constraints. Finally, we give a conclusion to the main ideas and provide

an outlook to our further research efforts.

2. Short Overview of Technical Modeling and Technical Functional Constraints

A design process is generally divided into several design phases, e.g., definition of the functionality,

specification of the physical principles, shape design, and detailing phase, during which the designer

determines technical objects according to the function, they have to fulfill. The technical modeling ap-

proach presented here is well suited for the support of the shape design (assembly group design) and

the detailing phase of the component part design.

The notion technical modeling implies the manipulation of objects in a technical object structure using

application oriented operations and regarding the mentioned technical constraints. The technical ob-

jects relevant to the assembly group design are assembly groups and component parts. Assembly

groups  are parts of a machine which fulfill a partial function. An assembly group consists of other as-

sembly groups or a number of component parts, which are not composed of other parts (i.e., are viewed

as atomic units). Component parts are either chosen from premanufactured parts (standard parts or

supply parts) or manufactured on demand to fulfill a technical function (drafted parts). Every drafted part

is specified by a task description created during the assembly group design.

In general, a component part  is completely specified by functional elements, primary elements, and

secondary elements. This is especially valid for rotationally symmetric parts like shafts. A primary ele-

ment  denotes a rotationally symmetric or a prismatic form element (e.g., a shoulder) for describing a

section of a component part, including the technical information (e.g., material, tolerances). A function-

al element  represents an area of a component part realizing a subfunction (e.g., torque transmission

by a feather key). Secondary elements are chosen from a number of variants and are associated with

a primary element. Like primary elements, they possess their own information (e.g., size and surface of

a chamfer), and moreover, they may be standardized. The entirety which is implied by the functionality

of one primary element, up to one functional element and an arbitrary number of secondary elements

is denoted technical aggregate . For example, the shaft in Fig. 1 consists of four technical aggregates

where the second aggregate is composed of a shoulder (primary element), a feather key (functional el-

ement), and a chamfer (secondary element).

The overall design problem of the assembly group design is given by a functional objective and envi-

ronmental restrictions /Gr88/. In the assembly group design, the task description of the overall design
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is divided into task descriptions (functional constraints) for the subassembly groups or the component

parts. In the component part design, the function of the component part determines hierarchically the

functional objective of the primary, secondary, and the functional elements in the same manner.

Therefore, technical modeling implies the consideration of the existing relationships among the techni-

cal objects, i.e., a formal description of the functional objective and the environmental restrictions. In our

approach, the technical functional constraints describe these dependencies. Such dependencies cover

universally valid constraints due to physical effects or to design logic and specific technical functional

constraints of a component part or among the elements of an assembly group. In the top-down design

process, the constraints of a superior assembly group are propagated to the subassembly groups. This

is even valid for the component part design. However, we have to take into consideration a kind of back

propagation. The full specification of one component part may determine functional and geometrical re-

strictions to other component parts.

Technical objects in conjunction with the technical functional constraints determine the operations for

these objects. For example, the technical object ’drill hole’ is defined by some functional declarations

and given catalogue or standard information which are represented by functional constraints. The exe-

cution of a technical operation can be characterized as follows:

• Receipt of constraints of the superior technical objects (e.g., task description)

• Manipulation of the complex object structure with regard to these constraints (e.g., in order to posi-

tion a bearing at a shaft, the current shoulder has to be marked as bearing place)

FMt1

load scheme

technical object
structure

geometrical
view

Mt2

Fig. 1: Load scheme, geometrical view, and technical object structure of a shaft design
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• Activation of computation or selection methods

• Propagation and back propagation and redelegation of constraints to associated technical objects.

These considerations illustrate that the constraints are described in object as well as operation seman-

tics. Therefore, the constraints can be classified as follows (ref. to /PS91/):

• Constraints which are determined by the hierarchical decomposition carried out during the top-down

design process. For example, the shaft design is determined by a load scheme which is defined in

the previous phase of the assembly group design. Thus, these load scheme points influence the

component part design since they habe to be taken into consideration during this process.

• Constraints which describe the logical conditions among the technical objects. For example, logical

conditions (described by means of predicates and formulas) determine or restrict the domain of tech-

nical parameters (e.g., diameter, tolerances).

• Constraints which influence the execution of an operation. To these constraints belong among other

things, procedures to select a technical object from a catalog and various computational programs

(procedure information). Note that the actions following such a selection procedure depends on the

kind of object that was chosen.

Now the question arises also which descriptive methods we need to represent these constraints in a

technical modeling system in an explicit manner. Regarding the above discussion, it should be clear

that we need various mechanisms to represent such constraints. These mechanisms, which will be-

come clear in the following sections of this paper, are necessary in order to:

• integrate some kind of procedural information (e.g., calculation procedures)

• represent heuristic information  (e.g., to accelerate selection methods)

• attach  and to automatically activate programs (e.g., for change propagation)

• integrate reasoning mechanisms  (e.g., to control the design process).

For these reasons, we believe that conventional information modeling cannot satisfy the requirements

of technical modeling. In our approach, a KBMS system is applied to build up a technical modeling sys-

tem. However, AI technology alone is not sufficient to support all aspects involved in technical modeling.

For example, the selection of an appropriate feather key implies the consultation of standard catalogues

which cannot be maintained in main memory. In addition to storage and organization of such large

amounts of data, technical modeling must be supported by error recovery features and multiple user

operations, since engineering design is commonly organized as a cooperative process among several

designers. For these reasons, our approach employs a KBMS in order to fulfill the outlined requirements

especially for handling the functional constraints.
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3. KRISYS Overview

In this section, we briefly introduce the KBMS which is being used as basis for the realization of our

technical modeling approach. The system architecture of this KBMS, called KRISYS, is divided into

three hierarchically ordered layers /KR89, Ma88b/. The goal of the lowest layer is to efficiently cope with

storage and retrieval of knowledge. At this level, most of the issues are related to traditional DB tech-

niques, however applied to large KB: storage structures, access techniques, efficiency, integrity fea-

tures, transaction support, etc. On top of this layer, an object-centered view of knowledge representa-

tion and manipulation is provided for the knowledge engineer. At this (middle) layer, the knowledge

model of KRISYS, called KOBRA, is implemented. To keep the end-user or application programs inde-

pendent from the internal knowledge representation, the highest layer constitutes an external interface

where KB contents are viewed in a more abstract manner. This interface is achieved by the knowledge

manipulation language of KRISYS, called KOALA /DLM90/.

In this paper, we will concentrate on the modeling aspects of KRISYS. For this reason, the contents of

the paper might ignore some important considerations, reflecting implementation aspects of KBMS (see

/Ma89/ for details). In KRISYS, the effective support of these modeling requirements is achieved by a

mixed knowledge representation framework (provided by the KOBRA model) which focuses equally on

declarative, operational, as well as organizational aspects of knowledge. KOBRA allows for an accurate

representation of the whole descriptive characteristics of the application domain, i.e., objects, proper-

ties, relationships, and constraints. It offers constructs to represent procedural characteristics of the ap-

plication world such as behavior of the domain objects (methods), reactions to real world events (de-

mons), and situation-action rules to express the problem solving know-how. However, the most impor-

tant constructs provided by the knowledge model of KRISYS are the mechanisms for knowledge orga-

nization. KOBRA supports the most significant abstraction concepts (classification, generalization, as-

sociation and aggregation), enriching the semantics of its knowledge model with their different built-in

reasoning facilities /BMW84,Ma88a/.

Constructs for representing objects

The representation of all these kinds of knowledge are incorporated in one basic concept, called sche-

ma (not to be confused with a DB-schema!). A schema (others call it frame, unit, or object) is uniquely

identified by a name (i.e., object-identifier) and contains a set of attributes to describe its characteristics.

Schemas are persistently stored by the lowest layer of the system, which also guarantees efficient ac-

cess to KB contents by means of an application buffer /Ma88b, Ma89/. Attributes are used for the rep-

resentation of properties of a schema and of its relationships to other schemas (slots ) as well as for the
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description of behavioral aspects of this entity (methods ). In order to characterize schemas in more de-

tail, attributes can be further described by aspects  (possible-values and cardinality specification, de-

fault-value, user-defined aspects, etc.).

In Fig. 2, we give an example of a schema representing a particular shaft being designed. The figure

illustrates three properties of this object described by the slots diameter, and length, and load-scheme-

points, which are governed by integrity constraints expressed by the aspects possible-values and car-

dinality, i.e., changes of the slot values violating the given restrictions are automatically rejected by

KRISYS. Note that the aspect possible values not only rules the value class of the attributes but also

can be used to ensure the referential integrity of a relationship. In the example, we have represented

technical objects (like a particular shaft) and functional objects (like / power-transmission points) sepa-

rately in accordance with the different partial models involved in our application. In order to assure that

the values of the slot load-scheme-points, which represents a relationship between a technical and a

functional object, always reference an actual point, we have asserted ’INSTANCE-OF points’ as the val-

ue of the possible-values aspect.

Constructs for structuring knowledge

Organizational knowledge is specified by means of the abstraction concepts  which are incorporated

into the model by means of special, system-controlled attributes. Each schema can be related to other

objects by means of any abstraction concept. Thus, classification/generalization as well as association

and aggregation form a directed acyclic graph (sometimes called lattice) rooted in a system-defined

schema. Since each schema can be a node in each of these graphs, the KB can be seen as the super-

position of three graphs. The same object can, for example, represent a class with respect to one object

and a set or even an instance with respect to another. In other words, KOBRA supports an integrated

view of KB objects , i.e., there are no separate representations for sets, classes, instances, or complex

objects. Therefore, the difference between data and meta-data, which is usually apparent in existing

Fig. 2: The representation of a shaft object

shaft47
diameter 4.25

possible-values (real > 0)
unit (inches)
cardinality [1 1]

length 10.17
possible-values (real > 0)
unit (inches)
cardinality [1 1]

load-scheme-points: p1
possible-values (instance-of points)
   :
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data models, is eliminated in KOBRA so that meta-information is integrated into the KB. The semantics

of the abstraction concepts are guaranteed by built-in reasoning facilities  provided by the system

[Ma88a]. Inheritance, for example, is the reasoning about the attributes of an object, which is automat-

ically performed via the generalization and classification relationships.

Fig. 3 shows the modeling of the technical object structure using the general abstraction concepts as

supported by the knowledge model of KRISYS. An assembly group is aggregated by other assembly

group  or by component parts. A component part has three subclasses, namely standard part, supplied

part, and drafted part. Furthermore, a drafted part is aggregated by technical aggregates which are in

turn an aggregation of primary elements, functional elements, and secondary elements. Each of these

element classes has several subclasses according to the technical object in the design process (re-

member that we are only regarding the shaft design). The representation of a shaft actually being  de-

signed (e.g., ’shaft47’) is performed by an instantiation of the previously mentioned technical objects,

when the properties of such a design are given values. For example, the ’shaft47’ in Fig. 3 has the slots

previously presented in Fig. 2 and some further methods which will be introduced later on.

Fig. 3: Modeling of the technical object structure
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The support of all these abstraction concepts is one of the aspects that differentiate KRISYS from ex-

isting expert system tools like ART /CI85,Wi84/, KEE /FK85,Fi88/, KNOWLEDGE CRAFT /

Ca87,FWA85/, LOOPS /BS83,SB86/, etc. as well as from existing DBS. Whereas KRISYS puts special

emphasis on a complete support of the abstraction concepts, these systems neglect the existence of

some of them (generalization by DBS, association by DBS, KEE, and LOOPS, and aggregation by all

of them), forcing a substantial amount of real world semantics to be maintained in the application pro-

grams. Thus, KRISYS can use the semantic of these concepts as the basis for drawing conclusions

about the objects and for maintaining the integrity of the knowledge base, thereby not weakening the

expressiveness and the semantic power of its knowledge model.

Constructs for manipulating knowledge

As already mentioned, behavioral aspects of an entity are represented by means of methods  (some-

times called ’stored procedures’) which can be activated by sending messages to the objects. Methods

can be used to implement algorithms that are necessary to perform particular tasks, e.g., to compute

the strength values of some technical elements. For this purpose, they may manipulate the attributes

of the object in which they are stored, send further messages to other objects, as well as require the

execution of an inference process.

KOBRA provides two further concepts for the specification of operational knowledge: demons  and gen-

eral reasoning facilities . Demons are special kinds of objects (i.e., schemas) containing procedural

information that can be attached to attributes of any other object in order to be automatically activated

when the attributes are accessed. Similar to all other objects in a KRISYS KB, demons are represented

as schemas which are organized in a hierarchy having the predefined schema DEMONS at the top. This

schema has several subclasses: (GET, PUT, SEND, etc.), each containing two predefined instancem-

ethods: <subclass name>-BEFORE and <subclass name>-AFTER. As an instance of one of these sub-

classes of DEMONS, a user-defined demon inherits the corresponding method attributes (GET-BE-

FORE, GET-AFTER, PUT-BEFORE,  ... SEND-BEFORE, SEND-AFTER), in which the user stores the

code of the respective attached procedure (Fig. 4). Thus, KRISYS enables the user to specify the time

of demon activation. For example, a procedure stored in a GET-BEFORE method will be always acti-

vated before the actual access to the corresponding attribute occurs. The same happens in the case of

a PUT-AFTER demon which will be activated after the execution of the update operation on the corre-

sponding attribute. This flexibility allows the use of demons for many different purposes. For example,

demons applied to represent implicit information should be activated before accessing an attribute (get-

before), those used to check constraint violations should be activated after an update (put-after), etc.
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The linkage between an attribute (’power-transmission’ of the schema ’s2’ in Fig. 4) and the correspond-

ing demon is done by the specification of the name of the demon schema (’power-demon’ in Fig. 4) as

value of the aspect DEMON of this attribute. Whenever an access to the attribute is made, KRISYS

checks whether there is a DEMON aspect defined for this attribute, activating the corresponding at-

tached procedure by sending a message to the schema specified there. Remember that the kind of ac-

cess (get, put, etc.) determines the attached procedure to be evaluated. That is, a procedure specified

in a GET method (either before or after) will be invoked if a get-access has been issued to the attribute,

a PUT procedure is invoked by issuing a put-access, etc. Fig. 4 illustrates the use of a demon to extract

information stored in different objects or attributes of the KB when it is required. That is, when the slot

’power-transmission’ of the shoulder ’S2’ is accessed, the demon ’power-demon’ is automatically acti-

vated to extract information such as power, torque, etc. from the corresponding objects. Since demons

are implemented as methods of special system objects, they have acess to the attributes of other ob-

jects, may send further messages, activate inference processes, etc.

The general reasoning facility of KRISYS is provided by user-defined rules whose contents, i.e., the

conditions (if-part) and actions (then-part) of the rule, are specified by means of KOALA predicates.

Rules can be flexibly grouped together into rule sets to better organize the KB. For example, all rules

applied to choose the most appropriate feather key for a particular shaft under design are grouped to-

gether into the rule set ’choice-of-feather-key’. KOBRA supports inference strategies for forward and

backward reasoning which are activated with respect to such rule sets. That is, all rules of the set spec-

ified at the activation are evaluated in the ’direction’ required (i.e., forward or backward). In order to in-

fluence the course of inference processes, the user can specify flexible control parameters as conflict

resolvers, search strategies, termination conditions, etc.

shoulder

Demons

sendputget

power-demon
methods

get-before: ’extract information
from the load-scheme-points of
associated parts’

get-after: ...

S2
slots

power-transmission
demon (power-demon)

• • •

send power-demon
get-beforeget-slot-value

(S2, power-trans-
mission)

Fig. 4: The use of demons
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4. Performing a Technical Operation

After illustrating the representation of technical objects and the mechanisms that can be used to ex-

press integrity constraints, this chapter will discuss the execution of operations on technical objects with

special regard to the technical constraints. The reader should imagine the design process of a shaft, for

which several shoulders have already been specified according to the above described representation,

and the designer has just called an operation to place a feather key (compare with Fig. 1). At the user

interface of a technical modeling system, such an operation is performed in a single step, in which the

designer gives the necessary input information, e.g., the shoulder in which the feather key should be

located and its material. The operation may, for example, be realized as a method of the appropriate

object (i.e., the technical aggregate), which is activated by the application program realizing the user

interface (see Fig. 5, step 1). Internally, however, this operation is performed in several different steps

as described in the following.

Checking preconditions

Before starting the whole placing process, it is necessary to check whether a power feed has been

specified for the corresponding shoulder. This task demands the analysis of the environment  in which

the shaft will be applied (i.e., other external technical objects) to pass on information about such exter-

nal objects, described in the load scheme, to the shaft itself. We have represented the load scheme,

Fig. 5: Placing a feather key: checking preconditions and determining necessary information

agg2
 :
methods :

place-feather-key

➁'check preconditions'

➂'determine values'

shaft47
slots :
load-scheme-points: p1
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material
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x-coordinate :
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AND (IS-IN ?X (SLOTVALUE load-scheme-points shaft47))

(< (SLOTVALUE position s2)
(SLOTVALUE x-coordinate ?X))

(< (SLOTVALUE x-coordinate ?X)
(+ (SLOTVALUE position s2) (SLOTVALUE length s2)))))

➂

➂

➀

➁

➂

➁

(send ’agg2

(send ’s2
’(compute-strength-values)

aggregation

aggregation

       ’place-feather-key ’f1)

activation of methods, demons,
or rules; modification of slots

utilization of slot values
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which consists of several points of interest (i.e.,transmission points such as 'p1' in Fig. 5) using the slot

’load-scheme-points’. The values of this slot refer to other objects containing additional information, like

the power feed which is established when the shaft itself is specified in the assembly group design (see

Fig. 5 for details). For the placing operation in our example, an abstraction process concerning this in-

formation is then performed in order to generate the kind of knowledge to be used at this stage. In order

to determine whether a power feed is intended for the shoulder ’s2’, we have to check the power feeds

in the load scheme of ’shaft47’ and compare the x-coordinate of the power feeds to the position (start

and end) of the shoulder. To support an explicit representation, we employ a predicate-based descrip-

tion  of the precondition (see Fig. 5, step 2), which may be utilized by a reasoning process as well as in

the code of a method. This is accomplished by the use of KOALA /DLM90, KR89/, the predicate-based

language provided by KRISYS for the description of rules and queries. In the case of a successful check

of all preconditions, the placing operation continues with the next step.

Determining the necessary information

In order to choose the most appropriate feather key for the shaft being designed, information about the

corresponding shoulder and the technical conditions has to be provided for the further steps. Such in-

formation (e.g., diameter, power feed, material, etc.), which is represented by different objects or at-

tributes of the involved objects is made available by distinct demons , which are automatically activated

when the rules or methods access the desired information. For example, the slot ’power-transmission’

of the shoulder ’s2’, which should contain the power transmission value directly relevant to the shoulder,

is connected to the demon ’power-demon’. When the slot is accessed, the demon is automatically ac-

tivated and extracts the information from the load scheme of the related shaft (see Fig. 5, step 3).

However, the selection of a feather key does not only involve information that can be extracted from

different sources. Much more important is the consideration of strength values of the shaft and the

feather key itself, which are provided by methods  of each of the corresponding technical objects (see

for example the method 'compute-strength-values' of schema 's2' in Fig. 5). Such methods are also ac-

tivated by the rules during the next step of the operation after the information about the shoulder has

been provided by the demons.

Choosing the feather key

The next step applies heuristic rules  which, in turn, exploit all the above mentioned information to per-

form the actual selection process. The heuristic rules express a lot of knowledge of the designer about

the dependencies existing among shaft, feather key, power feed, etc. For example, the height of the

feather key must be selected from standard catalogs, considering also the diameter of the shaft; in order
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to determine the length of the feather key, the height, the power value, and the strength values must be

taken into consideration. In  Fig. 6,  the rule set 'choice-of-feather-key' has as its elements all the distinct

rules which are needed to perform the selection. During this selection process (step 4), the values of

the slots of our feather key ’f1’, which are unknown at the beginning, are determined or calculated by

the activation of rules, which may also trigger the execution of demons or utilize the above described

methods to carry out mathematical computations.

Connecting the feather key to the shoulder

After having successfully chosen an appropriate feather key, it may now be placed in the corresponding

shoulder. At this point, complex integrity constraints have to be considered in order to prevent collisions

between different technical functional elements. To check these constraints, the rules again make use

of demons to get the information about the location of other power feeds, bearing places, etc. from the

load scheme. After this, the feather key is connected to the technical aggregate, terminating the placing

operation. However, during this last step, demons are again activated propagating further changes in-

side and outside the technical model. For example, the length of the shoulder may have to be modified

because of the size of the chosen feather key, which is automatically performed by the 'collision-de-

mon', when the relationship between the aggregate ’agg2’ and the feather key ’f1’ is actually fixed (Fig.

6, step 5). As a consequence, neighboring shoulders have to be shortened or lengthened accordingly

in order to keep the whole shaft under the required specification.

agg2
 :
methods :

place-feather-key

'check preconditions'

'determine values'

➃ 'choose feather key'

➄ 'establish connection'

shaft47
slots :
load-scheme-points: p1

s2
slots :

:
length
:

collision-demon
'check other power-feeds'
....
'adjust the length of the shoul-
der'

f1
slots :
material
length
height
breadth
 :

➄

choice-of-feather-key

elements

rule-1 • • • rule-n

➄

➄

➃
••••

'start reasoning process'

aggregation

aggregation

➄

aggregation

Fig. 6: Placing a feather key: chosing a feather key and connecting it to the aggregate

activation of methods, demons,
or rules; modification of slots

utilization of slot values
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5. Organization of Constraints

The operation described above apparently involves several types of technical constraints motivating the

use of various AI techniques for their maintenance. Such constraints characterize dependencies related

to technical objects which govern the changes occurring in the structure and properties of the object

during the design process by means of technical operations. Therefore, they have to be represented in

our KB in such a way, that their relation to the corresponding operation (e.g., placing) as well as to the

involved technical objects (e.g.,  ’feather-key’ and ’technical-aggregate’) becomes apparent. Moreover,

they have to be properly organized in order to support extensibility of our system (e.g., the definition of

a new type of functional element requiring the definition of new constraints or the reorganization or use

of existing ones). The heterogeneity of the different techniques involved in the realization of the cons-

traints makes this issue even more important.

Grouping related functional constraints into constraint sets

For an overall organization of technical constraints we have used the abstraction concept of association

/Ma88a/: Several (possibly heterogeneous) objects may be regarded as elements of an object set,

which, in turn, may be a subset of another set, etc. A partial view of the organization is shown in Fig. 7.

All constraints involved in the placing of functional elements are regarded as elements of the set 'place-

f-el-constraints'. According to the different types of functional elements, this set is divided into several

subsets (e.g., ’feather-key-constraints’), which again may have further subsets describing, for example,

the preconditions or the selection process of the feather-key. These sets may have different kinds of

elements. For example, the set 'choice-of-feather-key' (which already appeared in Fig. 6) contains rules

as its elements, while 'connect-constraints' is a set of demons. The above described sets of constraints

are of course only a small subset of the technical constraints that are represented in our technical mod-

eling system. They form a subhierarchy of the set ’technical-constraints’, which contains all constraints

represented in our system. By means of this organization, all different kinds of constraints related to the

same or similar operations and objects are collected and explicitly represented within one conceptual

framework, therefore providing an easy way to inspect, modify, or extend the existing technical cons-

traints.

Activating constraint sets

For activating the different sets of constraints, every constraint set possesses a method called 'activate'.

These methods were individually specified; for this reason, they carry out different operations according

to their subsets or elements. For example, the ’activate’-method of 'choice-of-feather-key' simply starts
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a forward-chaining process involving all the rules relevant for this task (i.e., its elements), while the ac-

tivation of 'value-determination' sends messages to the technical objects involved (e.g., the shoulder

s1) in order to compute the strength values (see step 4 in Fig. 6). (Please note that the ’activate’-method

of a set of demons, for example the 'connect-demons' or the 'determination-demons', does not directly

perform any task at all, since demons are implicitly activated by an access to certain object attributes.

Sets of demons are therefore defined only for organizational purposes). This way of activating the cons-

traints makes it easy to modify the realization of constraints, if necessary, because the procedural in-

terface of the constraint sets (i.e., the method '’activate’') is always the same. For example, if we decide

additionally to use rules for the determination of values, we may add a new set containing these rules

as a subset of 'value-determination' and modify the '’activate’'-method, so that it also activates the new

rule-set. This change is completely hidden from the objects or operations relying on these constraints.

Realizing a 'generic' approach for specifying technical operations

The above described type of activation also supports a more generic version of the placing operation,

which is valid for all different kinds of functional elements and involves checking preconditions, deter-

• • •

place-f-el-constraints
 :
methods :
activate

aggregation

subset

feather-key-constraints bearing-constraint

preconditions value-determination choice-of-feather-key connect-constraints

determination-demons

rule-1 rule-n
collision-demon

power-demon torque-demon

technical-constraints

(send ’place-f-el-constraints
’activate ’(agg2 f1))

(send ... ’activate)

subset

subset

subset

element

element
element

subset

Fig. 7: Organization and activation of technical constraints

objects introduced in
previous figures

f1
slots :
material
:
place-preconditions
place-value-determination
choice
connection

agg2
 :
methods :
place-feather-key
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mining attribute values, choosing functional objects, and carrying out collision checks. This generic op-

eration may itself be regarded as a kind of constraint, which is implemented as the 'activate'-method of

the set 'place-f-el-constraints'. This method is then activated by the different 'place'-operations (e.g.,

'place-feather-key') within our technical objects, and again utilizes object-specific information to activate

the right sets of constraints: the names of the constraint-sets relevant for different tasks and related to

specific types of objects are individually stored in the involved technical objects as values of certain slots

(e.g., 'place-preconditions', see Fig. 7), and are used for the determination of the relevant constraint

sets by the 'activate'-method of 'place-f-el-constraints'. Since the names of the constraint-sets are spe-

cific to the type of technical objects involved (e.g., feather key, functional element), the values of the

slots can be fixed in the appropriate classes and are then inherited by their instances (here ’f1’).

Performing queries on functional constraints

Besides the applicability of the association concept for organizational purposes, the representation of

technical constraints and sets of constraints as objects of the KB provides an additional advantage.

Constraints may be described by arbitrary attributes, which can be used to formulate queries. For ex-

ample, a lot of constraints used to ensure the manufacturability of the design object may be related to

the machines available for manufacturing, which may be used to describe the constraints by means of

an additional attribute ’related-machine’. In order to update the functional constraints upon the replace-

ment of a machine by a better one, the KB-engineer simply has to query the constraint hierarchy using

the ’related-machine’-attribute to find out, which constraints are affected.

From the description above, it should have become clear that the way such constraints are organized

and activated in our KB offers a high degree of modularity, flexibility, and extensibility, which is a pre-

requisite for dealing with changes and evolution within our application domain and with the complexity

involved in the relevant operations.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

A technical modeling system provides the functionality necessary to design artifacts in terms of techni-

cal objects (e.g. bearing, shaft, etc.) using object specific operations. A central issue in the realization

of such a system is the consideration and enforcement of functional constraints, which represent (prob-

ably very complex) dependencies among technical objects or between objects of different partial mod-

els of the product model.
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In this paper, we have characterized different types of functional constraints and sketched the problems

arising from the need to maintain them in a technical modeling system. Possible solutions by exploiting

the KBMS KRISYS were discussed, giving special attention to the modeling of the technical object

structure and the organization of the constraints. Further, we have pointed out the extensibility of our

approach in order to add new technical elements or operations (including the inherent constraints) in

the modeling system.

Although we have only given an overview of the issues introduced in our approach, the ideas presented

in this paper give rise to a few concluding remarks. Our example should have made clear that the use

of AI techniques provides the support necessary to make technical modeling a successful approach.

Heuristic methods  allow the specification of intelligent selection processes. Object-oriented method-

ologies  support the necessary integration of procedures in the technical object descriptions, providing

the specification of calculation methods and of the actions of static elements. Demons  and rules  may

be applied for several purposes: to specifiy complex integrity constraints and interactions between dis-

tinct partial models, to control the course of design processes, etc. Finally, in order to guarantee the

extensibility  of the system, an expressive  and, above all, explicit representation  of all aspects in-

volved in the technical design (i.e., objects, their interactions, dependencies, and the course of the pro-

cess) has to be employed to support easy changes and extensions of the technical model as well as of

the technical operation involved in the design process.

Our future research efforts in this area will mainly concentrate on two issues: realizing some more com-

plex techincal operations in the presented environment and  improving the facilities for the representa-

tion and maintenance of the functional constraints. It is our purpose to implement complex operations

with KRISYS in order to be able to construct a technical modeling system with an  appropriate user in-

terface.

 As the reader may have noticed, the KB-designer has to utilize several distinct mechanism of KRISYS

for the implementation of constraints (e.g., rules, demons, predicate-based conditions). However, KRI-

SYS does not provide a general notion of a constraint which is  independent of its implementation. This

has to be achieved by the application (i.e., through the introduction of constraint sets and an appropriate

definitions of the ’activate’ methods). Therefore, one of our main goals is the development of a general

modeling construct for constraints, that somehow integrates or subsumes the existing facilities with re-

spect to their expressiveness, but allows a uniform, high level description of constraint characteristics.

Additionally, we also consider the exploitation of facilities and techniques known from constraint lan-

guages /SS80, Bo81/ and constraint logic programming /Co90/ for our general notion of constraint. In

this context, the interesting question arises in how far the representational and operational power of
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such a constraint system could actually affect the user interface of the technical modeling system. For

example, the ability of constraint logic programming systems to handle underconstrained variables

would allow incomplete descriptions of technical objects or a more general characterization of attribute

values in terms of intervals, etc. An evaluation of the possible impact of a more powerful constraint

mechanism will therefore also be a topic for future work.
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